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“I love to see a group of older people who are not being given 

second best.” 

Volunteer 
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1 The year in brief 

The story so far – In 2013 we gained funding to establish 3 new groups and completed 

the development work by March 2014 ready for the groups to start in April.   

During 2014/15 we appointed three of our most experienced artists to work with the 

new groups and volunteers for the first 6 months or so. We also kept the group 

membership low until most of the initial problems were ironed out. They are now running 

relatively smoothly, as if they have existed forever. 

Over the year we welcomed new members, new volunteers, new artists, new supporters 

and new partners whilst still running and supporting the 3 established groups. The 

artists ran 15 different projects over the year, from soap making to Jawlensky portraits to 

mosaic snowflakes. 

We ran a day workshop for more than 30 of us – artists, volunteers, staff and trustees; 

gained a new trustee who brings extensive business management and cake making skills; 

carried out various promotional activities and, for the first time ever, gained an Arts 

Council grant.  In short we had a wonderful year. 

 

“It is important, that’s why we turn up every single week.” 

“Arts Together is a lifeline. Without it I would be a vegetable” 

Members 

 

2 Who we are and what we do 

The purpose of Arts Together is to make 

older life worth living. We believe that older 

people can and should be enabled to live 

fulfilling lives, and that providing for basic 

needs alone is not enough to make life 

worthwhile. We recognise that frail older 

people with high support needs have 

talents, skills and gifts and are capable of 

taking on active roles if allowed to do so.  

We aim to improve the health and well-

being of frail isolated older people in rural 

Wiltshire. We use professional arts activities 

to provide social contact and mental and 

physical stimulation to reduce isolation, 

stimulate minds and increase self-esteem 

so that members are better able to keep as 

much independence as they can for as long 

as possible. 

 

 

 

“Arts Together kick starts your brain”  

 

 

“I’m not on my own anymore” 
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Watercolour landscape lanterns, by 

Corsham group 

 

 

 

 

We started in 2000 and now run 6 weekly groups of 12 members each in the market 

towns of Devizes, Pewsey, Marlborough, Trowbridge, Corsham and Bradford on Avon. We 

aim for each group to be supported by 3 trained volunteers and at least one professional 

carer. Because services for our target group are patchy or non-existent some members 

travel long distances to get to their groups.  

Professional artists run projects with the groups, usually lasting 5 weeks, so that each 

group will have taken part in at least 6 varied arts projects each year. In total we run 180 

arts sessions a year. 

At each session we provide a freshly cooked lunch, including special diets, for members, 

volunteers and visitors. Mealtimes are a social affair and a focus for sharing news, banter 

and lots of laughter. Members often refer to their “Arts Together family” and for many 

their group is their only social outing and meal eaten in company all week. Our local 

volunteers and artists reconnect members with what is going on in their community as 

do exhibitions of members’ work at local venues. 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas lunch at 

Trowbridge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I can’t cook a hot meal and I might not get one any other way. They are very well 

presented and take allergies into account.” 

“I enjoy the lunches very much. It’s nice to eat with other people rather than on your 

own.” 

“Good to eat with people you’ve been working with, you can discuss what you’ve 

done.” 

“She’s such a good cook AND she takes into account us oldies, and considers teeth!” 
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3 The group members and the context 

a     The members  

 

Our group members are aged from 60 to 99 and live with 

conditions such as dementia, Parkinson’s, poor mobility and 

dexterity, severe sight or hearing loss, mental ill-health and 

learning disabilities.  Many are dependent on others for their 

daily needs, are too frail to use public transport and are 

unable to go out unassisted. There are very few social 

opportunities for people as frail as this in Wiltshire and none 

with the interest, stimulation and support that we offer.  

One member summed it up:  

“At my age I need challenge, stimulation. Where else would I 

get this?” 

 

Others describe what life can be like: 

“Where I live there is nothing on at all now except the Tuesday club. I don’t do much all 

week. At night people come and knock on my doors and run away. I lock my doors at 

night now and don’t come out.” 

“They do nothing where I am. Nothing ever happens. In the end I put a notice up asking if 

anyone wanted to do amateur boxing to get a reaction! No one spoke to me again after 

that. They cut me dead.” 

“A lot of people are not nice where I live, lot of backbiting and gossip. You have to live 

with people you would not choose to be with”. 

 

b      The context  
“I don’t see anyone where I live all 

week. I get quite depressed.” 

 

The Age Concern Wiltshire 2006 report, on 

which Wiltshire Council has based its 

strategy for older people, states: “The kind 

of outcomes that older people say they want 

are to remain healthy, financially stable and 

fully participating members of their 

community. They want the chance to make 

decisions about their lives, lead fulfilling 

lives and be valued, just the same as 

younger adults do.”  

The aims and values of Arts Together fully 

support these ambitions. 
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Wiltshire Community Foundation’s 2014 

report ‘Wiltshire Uncovered’ revealed a 

dearth of imaginative activities in Wiltshire 

for older people. Our own research shows 

that often the only option is a lunch club or 

Bingo. Members’ relatives tell us that before 

finding Arts Together they failed to discover 

activities which would provide interest and 

stimulation as well as the essential support 

their older relatives needed. Requests from 

individuals and organisations led to our 

opening the 3 new groups in 2014, doubling 

our capacity. We have requests to start 

groups in other areas too, particularly South 

Wiltshire, when funding allows.  

 

The Wiltshire Community Foundation’s 

report also refers to high levels of rural 

deprivation in the County related to poor 

transport and access to services. Once 

they are unable to drive or use public 

transport many frail older people become 

physically and emotionally isolated.   

Research collated by The Campaign to End 

Loneliness shows that loneliness often 

leads to depression, increased confusion, 

loss of confidence, increased risk of falls 

and a lower life expectancy in the elderly. 

Generally our members are withdrawn and 

fearful when they first attend their group 

as a result of long periods of isolation and 

loneliness.  
 

 

The problem is set to increase as the 

proportion of older people in the population 

grows. Statistics from the Wiltshire Council 

Accommodation Development Strategy 2011 

predict that people aged 65+ will form 26% of 

the population by 2020 – much higher than 

the 17.4% predicted in 2009. They also 

predict that cases of dementia will rise by 59% 

by 2025 – faster than the national average. 

Arts Together provides a unique resource; we 

know of no other group in Wiltshire which 

provides our mix of stimulating activities and 

essential support which mean we can include 

people with needs too complex for other 

groups.  

“It’s not medication you want; it’s the 

feeling better without all that stuff. 

That’s Arts Together.”   
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Some members had tried other clubs before finding Arts Together; 

“I tried once to go to a drop-in coffee morning for older people. If you arrive on your 

own, no one talks to you and you feel more lonely than if you’d just sat at home. I 

don’t do those coffee mornings anymore.” 

 

“I care for my mother who’s 96 and she goes to the X centre once a week. She won’t 

go without me. I feel like I’m imprisoned there for a day. I really don’t enjoy it. 

There’s nothing stimulating and I can’t wait to leave.” 

 

“I was referred to the rehab centre and was bored out of my skull. But this (Arts 

Together) is ME because I’m doing something I enjoy.” 

 

“Some groups, like the college one I tried, I don’t like to keep asking things, I lose 

track and feel stupid, I get stressed. I never get stressed here. 

 

4 The groups and what they’ve done 

In the past year we have delivered 15 separate 

themed projects: soap making, clay streets, 

personal coats of arms, hand-made books, papier-

mâché bowls, animal painting, mosaics, Jawlensky 

portraits, printing, card making, landscape lanterns, 

drawing, picture and prose boxes, the garden 

project. 
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This year the Bradford on Avon group also made fish lanterns which took their place in 

the annual town lantern procession. 

     

Pewsey group made beautiful mosaic pavers to be part of the new entrance scheme at 

their venue, Meadow Court. 

 

 

 

 

The projects involved a variety of different skills and 

materials and different types of dexterity or use of 

senses – such as manipulating clay or cutting paper, 

melting soap or rolling ink, comparing smells or 

textures, combining words and sounds.  

 

Members come from diverse backgrounds (Farmer, 

engineer, cleaner, neurologist, artist, factory worker, 

matron, chef, music promoter etc, from Wiltshire, 

Argentina, South Africa, Jamaica, ‘up North’) and live 

with a variety of disabilities.  

We devise arts programmes which pose different 

challenges to individual members. Thus one member 

may need help with one project, but will help others 

during the next, so that everyone produces results 

that boost their sense of achievement and self-worth 

Each group is distinctively individual. Each project is 

shaped by the unique interests, experiences and 

characteristics of its members. This means that each 

group will produce strikingly different results.  

 

 

“If we finish what we’re doing 

we go around and help 

someone else. I feel confident 

here.” 

Member 
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"That’s the most fun I’ve had in my life!"  “It’s made me feel 10 years younger." 

 

 

Members are encouraged to take as active a role as 

they wish in the running of their group eg laying 

tables, completing registers, choosing menus and 

bringing in resources for projects or small treats 

for the group. They also play a significant role in 

encouraging and helping each other with tasks and 

supporting each other through difficult times. 

  
 

  

 

 

“I noticed that I hear 

snippets of conversation 

that are basically skill 

sharing and people helping 

each other, directing those 

that have lost the thread a 

bit and doing so with 

confidence and 

kindness.  Really lovely.” 

Artist  
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And our members say;  

“Arts Together has given me confidence to try 

new things. Even if I make a mess of it nobody 

judges what you do or make.” 

“I keep mine (soaps she made) in the bathroom 

but people are not allowed to use them.” 

“Arts Together brought an artistic strength out 

in me which has built my self-confidence so 

much.”  

 “I love the people and I feel I’m good at the art. 

At least that’s what they tell me.” 

“We can always learn. When I start a project I 

think I can’t do it but I always have a go. We 

develop something within ourselves.” 

“I was surprised how immersed I got in my first 

project and how quickly the time passed. At 

times you could have heard a pin drop with the 

concentration.” 

“My first job was a large papier mâché tiger. Oh 

yes and my hat...! It was wonderful.” 
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The Machinery – all the background stuff that makes it 

happen 

a   Welfare support  

On Frailty , The Guardian,  June 2015 

“A key concept in distinguishing one subgroup now 

is frailty, recommended by the British Geriatric 

Society to be used as a noun rather than the 

adjective frail. Frailty is not only the presence of 

multiple conditions, often including dementia, but a 

state of vulnerability in which rapid deterioration 

can be triggered by a small event. This group is 

usually described as being dependent but which of 

us, of any age, is not dependent on others?” 

Over the years we found that members would 

sometimes stop attending because of personal 

problems, deteriorating health or additional social 

care needs. We now provide the essential 

encouragement and practical support that frail 

people need in order to attend or to continue 

attending after a setback such as hospitalisation.  
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Support includes supervised door to door transport, 

comfortable accessible venues, and paid carers who 

attend to personal needs. We provide reminder calls 

for some on their Arts Together morning so they 

don’t miss their transport.  We arrange a known 

companion for a new member’s first visit to the 

group, make sure we are aware of any special 

support needs they may have and give a lot of 

reassurance and encouragement.  

We keep track of all our members and follow up any 

absence or any concerns raised by volunteers or 

carers and, as very few members nowadays have 

social workers, we help them access additional 

health, care or other services if needed or simply 

keep in touch. 

 

Last year we provided 210 such 

welfare interventions and no 

one stopped attending because 

they lacked essential welfare 

support 

Members on transport:  

 “It’s great - I only live around the corner but I see all of Trowbridge as we go round 

to collect people. I wouldn’t see it otherwise.” 

 

“(The driver) is very good and caring and remembers our names.” 

 

“You are brought here as if by magic. You get embarrassed asking for lifts but not 

here ‘cos someone just appears and brings you.” 

 

b   Referral routes and how members find us 

When Arts Together first started all members were 

referred to us by Adult Care (Social Services). We 

still receive these referrals but far fewer nowadays 

and members reach us through a wide variety of 

routes, from Mental Health teams to the local 

travelling hairdresser.  

An important part of our work is keeping in touch 

with those who are in contact with the isolated and 

frail people who may wish to join us. We keep in 

touch with around 35 different individuals and 

agencies and continue to promote Arts Together at 

local events to reach relatives, neighbours and 

other organisations who could help us reach those 

who are isolated and alone. 

 

These contacts are also an important part of our welfare support as we can refer our 

members to them when in need, and they provide information and advice to help us 

support and train our volunteers and artists. 
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c   Trustees  

 

Our three long serving trustees consist of a 

group member, a group volunteer and an 

independent artist. 

We held a workshop for our trustees, two 

part time staff and our adviser in January, 

following on from our business planning 

workshops last year. This looked at how we 

would continue to implement our 

development plan and what additional skills 

would be needed. 

  

As a result we now have a new trustee, Yvonne Maunder, who brings extensive business 

and management skills as well as a wide knowledge of Wiltshire communities and 

agencies. She also has a good sense of the absurd – an essential characteristic. 

Our trustees play an active role in overseeing our work and future plans. They make 

regular visits to all the groups, identify possible new artists and take part in and 

sometimes organise Arts Together promotion and fundraising events. They meet at least 

4 times a year. 

 

“On Thursday I was the stand-in volunteer at the 

Pewsey group. There were some lovely moments; 

like when all the 4 men started singing, or having a 

chat with D, and seeing them all really getting to 

grips with the paint colour mixing - and loving it!” 

Juliet Keel, Chair of Trustees 

  

d    Training and advice  

Running our groups is both hugely enjoyable 

and challenging. Members come from widely 

varied backgrounds, have age gaps of up to 

40 years, and live with a large range of 

disabilities. We train and support our 

volunteers and artists so they are better able 

to understand members’ particular needs 

and help everyone discover their skills and 

potentials. 

In February we held an all-day work-shop for 

volunteers, artists, trustees and staff 

facilitated by our favourite trainer, Jenny 

Wildblood.  
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Over 30 of us managed to make it to the same place on the same day – an amazing 

achievement in itself. These are important opportunities to get together, learn from one 

another and to re-engage with Arts Together’s aims and ethos. 

The workshop provided an opportunity for 

the new volunteers to mingle with our 

established crew, new artists to meet the 

team and for trustees and staff to fully 

appreciate what a superb group of people 

they all are. These are all amazing human 

beings; generously giving and sharing their 

time, skills and compassion towards the 

support of vulnerable older people. It is a joy 

and privilege to know and work alongside 

them all. 

 

 

Since everyone works in different towns on different 

days, they rarely get the chance to get together and 

contact with other town ‘teams’ only happens when 

they stand in for an absent volunteer, make it to our 

Christmas party or attend one of our occasional tea 

parties. Hence these workshops are wonderfully loud 

and often hilarious reunions.  

During the day we reviewed the values that we 

consider essential to the future of Arts Together and 

how these are put into practice through the actions 

we take. These values included words like – caring, 

friendship, self-esteem, respect, creative stimulation, 

trust, patience, humour, well-being and positivity. 

Not a bad list. 

 

 

Some of the artists led us through scenarios that we may encounter when working with 

the group members and the challenges presented by dementia, anxiety, depression, 

arthritis and macular degeneration. It is in these situations that the volunteers really 

shine in their ability to work alongside members enabling them to have a positive, 

fulfilling experience. 

We also had updates on the new guidelines on food allergies, some useful insights into 

working with adults with dementia from Jane Greenwood of Alzheimer’s Support, and a 

consultation on the future development planned for the Arts Together website and blog. 

We combined our learning into ‘A Hitchhikers Guide to Arts Together’ which was later 

shared amongst all Arts Together people and added to the information sheets and 

briefings that are regularly distributed in response to queries or to challenges that new 

members bring us. 
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Variations on Jawlensky by Devizes group 

e    Promotion and local support 

Local promotion has become a key part of our work. This is to get Arts Together known, 

to reach more potential members, to raise much needed local support - in-kind or in cash 

– and find more volunteers.  

 

 

 

Devizes group with the papier 

mache bowls they made and one 

of our new banners. 

 

 

 

 

 After much deliberation, we purchased 2 roller banners, designed by Jeff Pigott, for us 

to use at exhibitions and events. We now need something similar that is wind and wet 

proof for use outdoors. 

 We visited and gave talks at  

o the Parkinson’s Club,  

o Corsham Town Council,  

o the Wyvern Club and  

o Corsham Arts Society.  

 We also attended Wiltshire Council’s Public Health and Arts Development conference 

that explored the contribution that cultural activities play within the health and well-

being agenda. We took our display stand and gave a presentation which was well 

received. 

 The Arts Together display stand was at the Christmas Craft exhibition in Bradford on 

Avon. 

 Comic Relief visited our group in Devizes with a view to their TV coverage in January. 

Unfortunately, although they loved what we did, it was not what they wanted for their 

show. However, other benefits were to follow in 2015. 

 The South West Foundation sent their photographer to our group to film us for a 

video they were making of groups they fund. The photographer enjoyed himself so 

much he stayed 1 ½ hours longer than scheduled. The video can be viewed on the 

SWF website 
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 We also  

o became a BBC Creative Champion 

o set up new on-line giving accounts  

o continued to maintain and update our blog, Facebook and twitter accounts 

Others helped our local fundraising: 

 Mel completed his Coast to Coast walk and raised sponsorship  

 Jane Johnson with Karin Kennedy set up a Hedge Fund at Jane’s Holt studio during 

Cloth Road Arts (pictured right) 

 The Banana Bunch monkeys joined us, and plans are afoot for future events with 

them (pictured left) 

 The Wyvern Club selected us as their charity of the year 

 DOCA and Devizes Lions again supported us with donations  

   

 

Visits 

Groups were visited by: Duncan Hames MP, representatives from Mental Health teams, 

Adult Care, NHS Care Coordinators, Parkinson’s Club, Wyvern Club, Alzheimer’s Support, 

Selwood Housing, Green Square, Comic Relief and Wiltshire Community Foundation 

 

6 How we know if we got it right 

a  How we know 

We know our approach worked because in our most 

recent annual evaluation members reported more 

stimulated minds; improved mood; reduced pain and 

increased confidence, as a result of which they felt 

better able to socialise, make new friends and cope 

with issues in everyday life. Members rediscovered 

their zest for life. 

More than half of them told us they started creative 

activities at home and built friendships that extend 

beyond their time at the group. They were more 

aware of and interested in what was going on in their 

communities and beyond. Our work also provided a 

brief respite for members’ relatives and carers.   
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We have produced a handout of case studies called ‘You Don’t Have To Be Arty’ which 

graphically describe the change in people’s lives after joining Arts Together. We are 

happy to provide this on request.  

Arts Together has an established programme for monitoring and evaluating our services 

using both qualitative and quantitative methods: 

o Annual consultations using focus groups, questionnaires and interviews, involving 

members, their families, staff, artists and carers. We use the results to evaluate our 

services and to plan for the future. 

o On-going feedback: 

o to, and observations by, Trustees who regularly meet with the groups 

o from members. Each group has its own hand-made diary where members record 

their experiences and comments. They are also regularly involved in discussions 

about issues concerning their group or Arts Together  

o from the 35+ agencies who refer their clients to us 

o from volunteers and artists as a weekly or monthly routine  

o Group registers monitor absences and possible changing health or welfare needs.  

o We record all welfare interventions to monitor progress and evaluate our effectiveness 

We also routinely consult with group members regarding any prospective changes in Arts 

Together, such as in transport provision, lunch menus or in the re-design of our website. 

 

b      What members said  

 

“Coming to Arts Together and meeting 

you all has made the most tremendous 

difference to my life. It's been tough 

with my daughter so ill, and I'm just so 

grateful for coming here." 

 

“The doctor advised me to do positive 

activities that would promote good 

mental health. Arts Together protects 

me from depression and loneliness.” 

  

 

“Getting out to Arts Together helped me fight agoraphobia. Before I joined it was so 

bad I struggled to go round a supermarket. Now I have joined other clubs and do 

more things on my own. I haven’t had a panic attack since I joined Arts Together.” 

 

“Loneliness – I had not expected it. All my friends have died. I do feel very lonely 

now. Coming here is wonderful, to meet people. I’d like a dog, for company, but I’m 

not fit enough.” 
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“I had got very low and ground down before Arts Together. Now my life is more 

positive and it’s given me a lift.”  

 

“Most of us are quite isolated. Arts Together becomes our family as we see them 

more often than our own relatives. We go through things together. We sometimes 

feel marginalised by society who caters to the young in TV programmes and news 

and activities.” 

 

“I have a problem with anorexia but here there’s different things to eat and no one 

forces you or says anything, so I eat what I like. It’s not a problem here.” 

 

“I never had anything for myself before, never just for me. I have a spare room with 

all this craft stuff in it and never touch it, always looking after others. I can’t handle 

it now even if I got the time, I lost my confidence completely. But here it’s just for 

me, it’s the first time I’ve got ‘me’ time and I don’t have to think of anyone else.” 

 

“As a carer when the person dies no one thinks of you. It can be very lonely. You go 

from 100mph being busy all the time to having nothing to do. There’s suddenly 

dead silence in your life and no one knocks on the door. Time on your hands means 

time to worry.  Arts Together stops that worrying time and gives me something to 

think about.” 

 

“G is a different person here. At his place he is silent and though he often comes to 

coffee mornings he does not join in. I was amazed to see him here (at Arts Together) 

with his guitar the other week. He has never done this where he lives. And he talks 

and laughs all the time here.”                                 Sheltered Housing Warden  

7 Some numbers 

We worked with:  

8 different transport providers - all charities, who collect and return our members 

with care and respect and help us to make sure that everyone is safe and well 

35 agencies and organisations - who refer members, give information, provide 

services  

10 professional artists – who do far more than they are ever paid to do  

48 volunteers - 16 group volunteers (we still have 2 vacancies) plus 4 trustees, 2 

advisers, and 16 volunteers who help out with fundraising and promotion and 10 

occasional others 

Up to 72 group members – who bring inspiration, insight, knowledge, and a lot of 

laughter 

Plus 

180 art sessions were delivered – 2 ½ hours of creative mayhem each week (3 ½ for 

the volunteers and much more for artists) 

22% - of our income was raised from donations and local fundraising 

52% - of our real total costs were met from in-kind contributions 
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“Greatly enjoyed reading the latest news and superb blog and to see AT going so 

strongly.  It made for a fine start to my day to see the creativity and enthusiasm of 

members and to read the personal quotes!  Congrats to all involved in AT.   

PS Such a range of art lifts the spirits”. 

Supporter, Visiting Professor, The University of Greenwich 

 

8     Money 

a   Money   

This year we received 17 grants of amounts from £100 to £12,890, all but one of which 

were restricted to specific items, groups or activities. 

We also heard that we were successful in our bid for a grant to Arts Council England 

which we will receive in the new financial year. 

We raised £11,928 in donations and from local fundraising. 

We use Local Giving, including their Double Your Tenner campaign, Just Giving, 

JustTextGiving and Easyfundraising though most donations are sent to us by cash, 

cheque or bank transfer. 

 

 Income 2014-15 

 Restricted  

grants 

Unrestricted  

grants 

Donations/ local 

fundraising 

Total 

£ 

Income 2014/15 40,883 1,000 11,928.  53,811 

c/f from 2013 7,146    

Total income   48,029 1,000 11,928. 60,957 
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Our local supporters are particularly important to us and the efforts they make to raise 

funds to keep us going are greatly appreciated. 

We send particular thanks to  

 Mel Harris for his sponsored Coast to 

Coast walk,  

“On 18th July I arrived at Robin Hoods Bay 

with my walking companions. We strode 

down to the seashore to wet our boots and 

throw the pebbles into the sea we had 

carried from St Bees. My tired legs and sore 

feet from walking 195 miles in 13 days with 

many hills and mountains crossed in 

between, were forgotten in the exhilaration 

of completing this epic walk. All that was left 

to do was to go to Wainwright’s Bar in the 

Bay Hotel to sign the coast to coast book and 

then have a celebratory pint!” 

Mel 

 

  

 

Note: Mel failed to mention that he raised 

£600 for Arts Together 

 The South West Foundation for ‘hiring’ our fish to display at one of their events  

 The Banana Bunch monkeys for their support and donation 

 Clown Doctor - Dr Cheese at Womad 

 Kelly Hatt for the GAP employees donation  

 Jane Johnson and Karin Kennedy for the Hedge Fund 

 Rachel Heard and Margaret Cleverley for their behind the scenes work organising 

events  

The dozens of others who donate to us whenever they can 

We received grants from:  

SWF; Esmee Fairburn Sovereign Zurich 

Devizes Outdoor Celebratory Arts Odin Trust Souter 

Allen Lane Foundation Porticus Jack Lane 

Corsham Town Council Lions Club St James Trust 

WCF; Public Health and Wellbeing  Selwood Housing x 2 Ray Harris 

Lilley Benevolent Fund Comic Relief Bulldog Trust 
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b        Contributions in kind 

We raise more than half of our real costs through contributions in kind. If we calculate 

these contributions in financial terms and add to our actual cash expenditure, our true 

costs would total £120,139. The in-kind contributions make up 52% of our total real 

costs. 

Without this support we would not be able to operate and we are very grateful to all 

those individuals and businesses who give time, goods and services.  

Our volunteers, artists, staff and supporters give more time and goods than we can keep 

track of and some kind gestures have gone un-recorded but no less appreciated.  

In particular we would like to thank:  

Selwood Housing, Green Square, Aster Living, Guinness Hermitage, Carewatch, Mears, 

Leonard Cheshire Care, The National Trust, Wiltshire Farm Foods, the Pewsey Butchers 

the Bradford on Avon allotments and ArtSpark for their donated goods and services  

Arts Together is also supported by ArtSpark www.artspark.net, Whittington consultants, 

www.whittingtonconsultants.co.uk, and Bufferzone www.bufferzone.org.uk 

 

Contributions in kind   

18 Group Volunteers' time x 30 days ea @ £50/day 27,000 

10 peripatetic volunteers’ time x 3 days ea @ £50/day 1,500 

20 fundraising/promotion volunteers x 2 days ea @ £50/day 2,000 

4 trustees x 10 days ea £100/day 4,000 

2 volunteer’s time advice/funding x 10 days ea  £100/day 2,000 

6 Venues estimate £40/session 7,200 

8  Care staff  time estimate x 30 sessions ea @ £45/session 10,800 

Donated food 5,000 

Donated promotional materials/equipment 1,000 

Design of promotional material/printing 2,400 

Total contributions in kind 62,900 

In kind % of total costs  52% 

   
 

http://www.bufferzone.org.uk/
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And this is how we spent it: 

Expenditure 2014/15                6 groups £ 

Item Totals Totals 

Group session/project costs   

Artists’ fees,  18,150.00  

travel  1,891.85  

materials 1,536.16  

Admin worker, admin costs, travel 2,340.00  

Communication & Account management & costs 1,000.00  

Project, artist & volunteer management 5,720.00  

Manager’s travel x 1,500 miles @40p & costs 760.00  

Residual development costs 373.69  

Marketing and website maintenance  3,936.85 35,708.55 

Welfare and support   

Residual group lunch costs  2,670.37  

Members’ transport 6,530.05  

Member recruitment and support  4,000.00  

Artist and volunteer training 952.10  

Volunteer and group expenses  1,820.77  

Admin worker (support) & travel 660.00 16,633.29 

Organisation costs   

Management and organisation development  1,000.00  

Communication & Account management & costs 1,167.20  

Trustee training and support 523.20  

Post, phone, Website domain etc. 236.00  

Accountant’s fees, Project insurances 970.93  

Admin worker, admin costs, travel 1,000.00 4,897.33 

Total cash costs  57,239.17 

9 The future – the development plan 

In addition to our core work, we are developing a new community engagement strategy 

‘Community Connections’ which will raise awareness of what we do in each community 

we serve and engage with more people who could benefit from our services, who could 

support us or who wish to get involved with our work. We are in the process of raising 

funds towards a 6 year programme, the first 3 years of which would involve contracting a 

new ‘Relationship Manager’ with digital and marketing skills to roll out the programme 

and help make it part of our core business. 

Our development plan is regularly reviewed and updated and further expansion will 

depend largely on the success of our Community Connections programme. World 

domination will come a little later. 
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10    Arts Together People 

 a     The people  

“Working at Arts Together often doesn't feel like work. The members quickly became like 

family and are the trusted friends that I often talk to about things that need the sort of 

wisdom that comes with age. If they feel that I offer them something they value and enjoy 

during my workshops then it is easily matched if not exceeded by the amount they have 

taught me, the great stories they've shared with me and the sheer enjoyment I have when 

I come to work. I consider Arts Together to be an information exchange between us 

artists and a spirited collection of witty and knowledgeable older folks!” 

Artist  

Trustees Staff  

Juliet Keel (Chair) Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Manager) 

Julia Warin  Jeff Pigott (Communications & Accounts) 

Trevor Bale Kerry Yates (Admin Assistant) 

Yvonne Maunder Advice/Fundraising 

 Margaret Cleverley  

 Yvonne Maunder 

Volunteers  Occasional helpers Artists 

Andria Walton The Pigotts   Belinda Chandler  

Ruth Hepworth Janet McClean Jeff Pigott  

Shirley Kayne Nicki Kaye   Jane Johnson 

Julia McNeil The Keels   Joanna Dewfall 

Carol Rensch Joanna Dewfall Sarah Weeks 

Juliet Keel Demi Ladwa  Demi Ladwa  

Angela Edwards Jane Greenwood   Leonie Watson 

Kelly Hatt  The Chandlers    Hannah Carding 

Carol Harris Mel Harris    Karin Kennedy 

Sue Grier  Sarah Weeks  Anna Lane 

Thalia Race The Wrights   

Helen Ayres  Jane Johnson   

Virginia Neal  Karin Kennedy   

Jane Wragg Tim and Donna     

Leo Honey Liz Weldon  

Rachel Heard  Sainey Camara    
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We would also like to thank these charities for their expert, safe, patient, cheerful and 

kindly transport for our members: 

Pewsey and Devizes PHAB buses, Kennet Community Transport, Pewsey & Burbage, 

Marlborough, Ludgershall and Bradford on Avon Link schemes, CDTFTDS and Melksham 

Community Bus. 

 

 

b           What else our Arts Together people got up to: 

 Jane Wragg, (Corsham Volunteer) danced with 

Pan’s People for Red Nose Day Danceathon 

 Rachel Heard (Corsham Volunteer) plays with her 

punk rock band Dead Pheasants.  

 Joanna Dewfall (Artist) was on the Sue Davies 

afternoon show on BBC Wiltshire Radio on 

February 19th talking about the mosaic sessions 

at the Marlborough group 

 Nicki Kaye (ex Devizes volunteer) sent photos 

from her travels in India showing Rangoli in 

action on the streets. Some of you may 

remember the Rangoli that the groups made with 

Demi Ladwa a while ago.  

 Jane Johnson (artist) and Julia Warin (Trustee) 

showed their work at an exhibition of arts and 

crafts at The Vaults in Bradford on Avon, 

including the Arts Together display stand. 

 Jane also exhibited at 

o British Craft Trade Fair in April 2014 

o American Museum Exhibition / Craft Fair 

November 2014 

o Open Studio Event, Holt May 2014 

 Jeff Pigott (staff & artist)  

o was specially commended in the National 

Sculpture Prize at Broomhill  

o went on an artist residency and retreat at 

Cill Rialaig, Ballinskelligs, South West 

Ireland 

o exhibited at 100 Summers - Sculpture in 

the Garden, West Lavington Manor, 

Wiltshire and at 

o Sketch - Plymouth College of Art, 

exhibition of sketchbooks. 

 

Jane with Pans People  

 

Rangoli in India from Nicki 

http://www.broomhillart.co.uk/national-sculpture-prize/2014-finalists.html
http://www.broomhillart.co.uk/national-sculpture-prize/2014-finalists.html
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 Arts Together colleagues, Jeff Pigott, Julia Warin 

and Kelly Hatt (Devizes volunteer) exhibited as 

part of a contemporary art and design exhibition 

in the Town Hall, Trowbridge, including Jeff and 

Julia's “Kiosk” 

 Damaris (Devizes group member) and resident at 

the Bupa home in Market Lavington, has been 

knitting scarves for the troops in Afghanistan. 

Bupa Manager Debs Tilney sent the scarves to 

her son’s regiment and they replied with a letter 

to Damaris and a photo of the ‘boys’ wearing the 

scarves. Damaris is mightily proud and so she 

should be. 

 

 Jeff and Julia Warin as ArtSpark  

o exhibited in Contemporary South West, 

Duet Open at the Quay Arts Centre, IoW   

o won the Open Prize at Fringe Arts Bath 

2014 with the “DIY Fracking Kit”  

o created Erosion Zone, an interactive 

display exploring coastal erosion for the 

Jurassic Coast Trust funded by the Arts 

Council which was exhibited at Bridport 

Arts Centre, Durlston Castle and B-side 

Festival, Portland.  

o Their joint installation “Kiosk” has been 

shown many times and has received wide 

acclaim and praise.  

 

Arts Together display at the 

exhibition of arts and crafts at The 

Vaults in Bradford on Avon 

Other links  

As an organisation we strive to maintain our professional standing. We work closely with 

Wiltshire Council’s DACS and Mental Health Teams, Alzheimer’s Support, the Green Lane 

Memory Clinic, the Good Neighbour Coordinators, the NHS Care Coordinators, Selwood 

Housing, Green Square, Aster Housing, Guinness Heritage, Mears Group, Carewatch and 

Leonard Cheshire Care.  

We are a member of Arts and Health South West, the Wiltshire Arts Network and the 

national Age Action Alliance Creative Arts Strategy group 

Arts Together is linked to the University of Sheffield via their NDA website 

www.newdynamics.group.shef.ac.uk and are registered with the University of Salford’s 

National Arts and Public Health Library. 

 

“Thank you so much for continuing to get mum to the Devizes group – she so looks 

forward to it and I love the Matisse style book marks she has dished out to me and 

youngest son. So thrilling that you have more and more groups thriving. Your blog and 

website are soooo beautiful!  “                                               Member’s relative 

http://new.artspark.net/DIY_fracking_kit.html
http://new.artspark.net/erosion_zone.html
http://new.artspark.net/kiosk.html
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Charity no 1109432 

Contact details  

Registered Address: PO Box 4241, Edington,BA13 4WG 

Email: info@artstogether.co.uk 

Website: www.artstogether.co.uk 

Blog: http://arts-together.blogspot.co.uk  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArtsTogether 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/arts_together  

For more information on how extreme loneliness damages the health and well-being 

of older people see: www.campaigntoendloneliness.org  

 

 

 

 

 

“Makes you think more. 

See things differently.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There’s nothing else 

like this “ 

 

  

 

mailto:Email:%20info@artstogether.co.uk
http://www.artstogether.co.uk/
http://arts-together.blogspot.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/ArtsTogether
https://twitter.com/arts_together
http://www.campaigntoendloneliness.org/
http://artstogether.us10.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=ac414d07d7167b03546088518&id=33cfc34c04&e=c87dcb30a4

